Inferences Worksheet 6
1. Miya’s phone is wet. The text says that she was crying when she came out of the
bathroom. Then she went to the cafeteria asking the staff for some rice and pushed her
phone in it.
2. Miya put her phone in the cup of rice so that rice would absorb the moisture in her
phone. The text mentions that Miya pushed her damp phone into the dry rice grains.
This implies that she hopes her phone would get dry.
3. Miya is relieved because she temporalrily solves her problem. She is still worried
because she is not sure whether her phone would work. Maya’s mood changed after she
got the rice from the staff.
4. Otto acts guiltily when his mom comes home because he does not want her to know that
he has eaten so many chocolates. Otto tries to hide the candy wrappers under his bed.
5. From Otto’s face, his mom knows what he was doing. The passage states that “otto had
melted chocolate all over his face and hands.”
6. No. Shawn definitely was not studying for the test. Shawn was rummaging for his
crumpled notebook shows that he even did not know where his notebook was.
Moreover, his notebook was crumpled and torn, showing that Shawn is not a good
student.
7. Shawn suddenly livens up when the teacher announces the test because he is excited
about the test. Shawn “frantically rifled through” his notebook shows that he is nervous.
8. Shawn wanted Cassie to show him her answers for the test. As Shawn’s eyes pleaded
with Cassie’s eyes, and Cassie said, “Not gonna happen, Shawn,” This suggests that
Shawn is always asking answers from his classmates since Cassie easily understands
what he wants.
9. Amanda wants to tell Michael that she does not want to continue their dating. Amanda
does not wait for Michael anymore, and she does not help him to carry his books.
10. Amanda wants an athlete to be her boyfriend. Because she liked Michael before he was
injured, now, Michael can not play the sport and she changes her mind and dates
another athlete.

Commented [1]: Good job on citing the text!

Commented [2]: Good job on using textual evidence
to support your response!

Commented [3]: Note: This is a fragment. This
should be connected to the sentence before it. Also, it
should be "liked" not "likes"

